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KARANAK

FLESH HOUNDS

KEYWORDS

Greatest of the Flesh Hounds, Karanak is the three-headed guard-beast that prowls the throne room of Khorne. Ever watchful, ever 
hungry, Karanak is the physical manifestation of the Blood God’s wrathful vengeance. Once he has the scent of a worthy quarry, this 
tireless hunter will not cease until he tastes the torn flesh of his prey between his fangs.

Even the mightiest heroes are worn down by the Flesh Hounds’ tireless pursuit. Swift, strong, and tenacious beyond mortal reason, 
these daemonic hunting hounds run their quarry to ground without mercy. Those who seek to trick or destroy the Flesh Hounds with 
sorcery find their powers flickering to nothing, extinguished by the wrath of Khorne.

DESCRIPTION
Karanak is a single model who rips his prey to 
shreds with Gore-slick Claws and consumes the 
remnants with his three Savage Maws.

ABILITIES
Brass Collar of Bloody Vengeance: Karanak 
can attempt to unbind one spell in each enemy 
hero phase in the same manner as a wizard. If he 
successfully unbinds a spell, the caster immediately 
suffers D3 mortal wounds.

Prey of the Blood God: After set-up is complete, 
you can pick one Hero to be Karanak’s quarry. 
You can re-roll failed hit and wound rolls for 
Karanak when he attacks this model.

Call of the Hunt: Once per game, if Karanak is 
within 8" of his quarry during your hero phase, you 
can set up a unit of Flesh Hounds anywhere within 
8" of Karanak. This unit is added to your army but 
cannot move in the following movement phase. 

DESCRIPTION
A unit of Flesh Hounds has 5 or more models. 
They tear their victims to pieces with their Blood-
dark Claws. 

ABILITIES
Collars of Khorne: This unit can attempt to 
unbind one spell in each enemy hero phase in the 
same manner as a wizard. Add 1 to the unbinding 
roll if the unit contains 10 or more models.

Tireless Hunters: You can re-roll failed charge 
rolls for this unit.

Locus of Abjuration: You can re-roll failed 
unbinding attempts for this unit if it is within 8" of 
a Daemon Hero of Khorne from your army.

MAGIC
Chaos Wizards know the Summon Flesh 
Hounds spell, in addition to any others they know. 

SUMMON FLESH HOUNDS
Summon Flesh Hounds has a casting value of 6. 
If successfully cast, you can set up a unit of up to 
5 Flesh Hounds within 16" of the caster and more 
than 9" from any enemy models. The unit is added 
to your army but cannot move in the following 
movement phase. If the result of the casting roll 
was 11 or more, set up a unit of up to 10 Flesh 
Hounds instead.

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Gore-slick Claws 1" 4 3+ 4+ - 1

Savage Maws 1" 2 4+ 3+ -1 D3

8"

10
5 4+
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MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage

Blood-dark Claws 1" 4 3+ 4+ - 1

8"

10
2 5+
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